
1step

Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!

4 Pierce

Eject Cartridge & dispose of all trash
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Mark
Mark ears with Inverness  surgical 
marking pen. All marks should be placed 
on both ears prior to piercing. Always 
have customer approved placement of 
marks prior to piercing.
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!

4 Pierce

Eject Cartridge & dispose of all trash
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Cleanse
Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the 
alcohol prep pad, cleanse the front & back of 
the customer’s ears. While ears are drying, 
provide customer with verbal aftercare 
instructions. 

1step
Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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To Aim & Pierce 
Hold the Instrument firmly in one hand with the handle fitting in the 
palm of your hand. While keeping the back of the cartridge against 
the back of the ear, hold the ear with the other hand and place a finger 
against the back of the cartridge for support. 
Apply firm/even pressure along the handle of the instrument and 
slowly depress the handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the 
cartridge and towards the mark.  

Aim carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark & the 
instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring 
post!  Forcing the earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing for 
the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is 
called “TIPPING”, this action can result in misfires! Aim at the dot by 
using the end of the extended inner capsule only! 

1step

Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring 
packing;  Insert the earring cartridge into the 

instrument. You should hear it “snap” in.

1step

Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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1step

Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load
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Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step
Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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the way  until it can go no 

further.  
Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3

 Hold the handle to a count of 3 to ensure the 
plastic finger releases the earring back clutch  
Move the instrument down and away carefully 
to make sure the piercing has been completed. 
Repeat the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next.  
Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!
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Eject

1step
Put on disposable gloves. Open casette  
and remove alcohol prep pad. Using the alcohol
prep pad, cleanse the front & back of the 
customer’s ears. While ears are drying, provide
customer with verbal aftercare instructions.  

1

How Much Time Does It Take To Pierce Ears?

2000

2000

The Inverness 2000 Ear Piercing System gently pierces the

ears in 3 minutes or less... safely and gently

Cleansest
ep 2Loadst
ep 3Markst
ep

4Piercest
ep 5Ejectst
ep

So easy anyone
can do it and it

requires no
on-site training!

Safe • Sterile • Hypo-allergenic • Profitable
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Mark2step

Mark ears with Inverness  surgical marking pen. 
All marks should be placed on both ears 
prior to piercing. Always have customer 
approved placement of marks prior to piercing. 

3Load

st
ep 2000

Peel back each sterile cassette earring packing; 
Insert the earring cartridge into the instrument. 
You should hear it “snap” in.
 
To Aim & Pierce - Hold the Instrument �rmly in one hand with
 the handle �tting in the palm of your hand. While keeping the back 
of the cartridge against the back of the ear, 
hold the ear with the other hand and place a �nger against 
the back of the cartridge for support.  Apply �rm/even 
pressussure along the handle of the instrument and slowly depress the 
handle to push the inner capsule slightly out of the cartridge and 
towards the mark.  

Aim - Carefully, making sure the capsule is lined up to mark 
& the instrument is level to the ear. 

ATTENTION!!! DO NOT aim at the dot with the tip of the earring post! Forcing the 
earring post out of the capsule prior to piercing 
for the purpose of using the point of the earring to line up to the dot is called
“TIPPING” , this action can result in mis�res!
Aim at the dot by using the end of the extended inner capsule -only! 

Quickly & Firmly - depressing handle all of the way 
until it can go no futher. 

Hold . . . 1. . . 2 . . . 3 - Hold the handle to a count of 
3 to ensure the plastic �nger releases the earring
back clutch

Move the instrument down and away carefully to 
make sure the piercing has been completed. 

Using the above technique, pierce one ear and 
then the next. 

Show the customer her/his newly pierced ears!

4 Pierce

Eject Cartridge & dispose of all trash

2000

5Ejectst
ep

st
ep

Eject the 
cartridge and 
dispose of the 
trash.

6 Hazel Street, Attleboro, MA  02703 • 1.800.255.8556 • 774.203.1130 
www.SafeEarPiercing.com


